The apelin peptide is described as one of the most potent inotropic agents, produced endogenously in a wide range of cells, including cardiomyocytes. Despite positive effects on cardiac contractility in multicellular preparations, as well as indications of cardio-protective actions in several diseases, its effects and mechanisms of action at the cellular level are incompletely understood.
Introduction
Cardiac muscle possesses a highly-developed intrinsic ability to auto-regulate its function, thereby matching performance of the heart to systemic circulatory demand. In cardiac disease, this selfregulatory ability of the heart is blunted. Correcting autoregulation and steadying cardiac output are major goals of pharmacological interventions.
The vast majority of drug studies in vitro, especially those using single cardiomyocytes, do not account for the mechanical environment, which in situ not only imposes a constantly changing external demand, but is associated with cell strain even in the diastolic (resting) state of myocardium (Bub et al., 2010) . Due to this, drug effects that depend on, or are modulated by, the mechanical environment may be missed in standard in vitro studies. The 2-carbon fibre (CF) technique (Le Guennec et al., 1990) offers an experimental approach to controlling the mechanical environment of isolated cells. It can be used therefore to explore drug effects under different mechanical loads. Apelin was identified in 1998 as a specific ligand for the apelin receptor (APJ), until then classed as an 'orphaned' G-protein coupled receptor (Tatemoto et al., 1998a) . In human, mouse and rat the gene encoding apelin incorporates 3 exons and is located on chromosome X. Human apelin shares over 80% amino acid sequence homology with mouse and rat, indicating a strong evolutionary conservation of the gene. Apelin orthologues are present in many species including pig, rhesus macaque, cow and zebrafish. Apelin and apelin receptor have been shown previously to be expressed in cardiomyocytes of human (Kleinz et al., 2005; Walker et al., 2014) and rodents (Ronkainen et al., 2007; Kawamata et al., 2001) . Apelin is synthesised as pre-proapelin, a 77 amino acid pre-proprotein (Tatemoto et al., 2001) . It is then cleaved to its active forms, of which 46 have been identified in bovine colostrum (Mesmin et al., 2011) . At least four fragments are biologically important, the À12, À13, À17 and À36 amino acid proteins (O'Carroll et al., 2013) . These all represent fragments of the N-terminal region of the pre-proprotein and increase in potency but decrease in receptor binding affinity as the size of fragment is reduced (Hosoya et al., 2000) . Interest in the peptide, which can act as neuromediator, circulating hormone, and auto-/paracrine agent, has grown rapidly (for reviews see (Beltowski, 2006; Higuchi et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2016; Folino et al., 2015) ). In the context of cardiovascular function, apelin demonstrates fascinating properties. It increases myocardial contractility (Berry et al., 2004) in a load-dependent manner (Szokodi et al., 2002a) apparently without triggering cardiac hypertrophy and at low metabolic cost (Ashley et al., 2005) . In addition, circulating apelin lowers mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) (Lee et al., 2000) . Furthermore, apelin has been shown to have cardioprotective properties, counter-balancing Angiotensin-II mediated pressor effects (Buettner et al., 2007; Ishida et al., 2004) and reducing myocardial infarct size (Simpkin et al., 2007) . Apelin concentration is increased in obese patients (Buettner et al., 2007) (which may help to explain why obesity is a positive predictor of survival after revascularisation) and during early stages of heart failure (Chen et al., 2003) . In addition, its synthesis is activated in patho-physiological hotspots by hypoxia inducible factors (which may add to the complexity of interpretation of single cell data, whose isolation may involve hypoxic periods) (Ronkainen et al., 2007) .
There is no shortage of at least partially contradictory results. These include transient (Farkasfalvi et al., 2007) vs. bi-phasic (Charles et al., 2006) responses to apelin application; 10 2 e10 3 fold differences in apelin concentrations required to achieve submaximal effects in patho-physiologically remodelled individuals of the same species (Lee et al., 2005) , pronounced circadian discrepancies in physiological responses to apelin (O'Shea et al., 2003) , and route-of-application dependencies (such as MABP reduction when apelin is applied peripherally (Tatemoto et al., 2001; Cheng et al., 2003) vs. MABP increase upon intra-cerebroventricular application (Kagiyama et al., 2005; Seyedabadi et al., 2002) . Nonetheless, even based on the most cautious assessment of available information, it remains that apelin is the most potent endogenous inotrope: the half maximal effective concentration (EC 50 ) is 33 pmol,L À1 in isolated heart (Szokodi et al., 2002a) . Its ability to lower MABP, increase ejection fraction, and reduce enddiastolic cardiac dimensions significantly improves cardiac efficiency (Ashley et al., 2005) . In addition, by increasing active force production in a preload dependent manner (Szokodi et al., 2002a; Ashley et al., 2005) , it may hold an exciting key to pharmacological targeting of diseased tissue (which is often less contractile, and thus exposed to more pronounced preload-related strain), without a need for local drug delivery or other targeting measures. Investigation of direct apelin effects on cardiac muscle is difficult in situ, not only because of the presence of multiple interacting regulatory pathways (including effects on circulating messengers and nervous system-mediated responses), but also because apelin is endogenously synthesised in many cardiac cell types, including endothelial cells, adipocytes, and coronary smooth muscle, all of whom may exert paracrine influences on cardiomyocytes. This highlights the value of performing single cardiomyocyte studies.
In this study we analyse apelin effects on cell contractile parameters in mechanically unloaded, preloaded and after-loaded cells, isolated from control, apelin deficient (Apelin-KO) and apelin receptor KO mice (APJ-KO) hearts. The non-dimensional FrankStarling Gain (FSG) index (Bollensdorff et al., 2011) , a contractility parameter that is independent of cell cross-section (which aids inter-individual comparisons), is used for evaluation.
Material and methods
Experiments were performed on wild type C57BL/6 mice, wild type Sprague Dawley rats, and genetically modified mice: Apelin-KO and APJ-KO (described elsewhere (Charo et al., 2009) ), all at 8e12 weeks of age. The apelin gene is located on the X-chromosome, so male mice were used.
The apelin used for pharmacological interventions was a pyroglutamyl form of apelin-13 from American Peptide Company Inc., Sunnyvale, USA; (Glp1) apelin 13, Human, Bovine 12-1-16, Lot T11108A1. This isoform was chosen because it has been reported to be the most potent (Kawamata et al., 2001; Hosoya et al., 2000; Tatemoto et al., 1998b; Medhurst et al., 2003) and also because it is the predominant form found in the human heart (Maguire et al., 2009) . We utilised 10 nM to match previous single cell experiments (Farkasfalvi et al., 2007) . This is high enough to produce a submaximal response, based on previous dose-response reports in the literature (Szokodi et al., 2002a; Cheng et al., 2013) .
Single cell isolation
All experiments were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of relevant institutional animal care committees and with ethics regulations, in agreement with the UK Home Office Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, UK, unless otherwise stated.
Mice
Murine cardiomyocyte isolation (N ¼ 59 hearts) has been described elsewhere (Louch et al., 2011 (in the cardioplegic solution also containing bovine albumin serum). Stock solutions were prepared in advance, glucose and calcium were added on the day of the experiment.
Rats
Rat ventricular myocytes were also isolated by enzymatic perfusion. Hearts from male SD rats (280e400 g, N ¼ 5) were swiftly excised after Schedule 1 killing, cannulated via the aorta and Langendorff-perfused at a flow rate of 6.5 mL/min using a modified NT solution containing heparin (1 mL/mL) and (in mM) NaCl 128, KCl 2.6, MgSO 4 1.18, KH 2 PO 4 1.18, HEPES 10, taurine 20, glucose 11; CaCl 2 1.8; pH 7.4 at room temperature to wash the coronary vasculature. The pulmonary artery was cut open to prevent pressure build-up within the heart. The heart was then perfused for 5 min with the modified NT solution containing no calcium and 0.5 mM EGTA to chelate calcium in the heart. Afterwards the modified NT solution containing 10 mM Ca 2þ and the enzyme Liberase (Blendzyme3, Roche, Basel, Switzerland, order number 11814184001) at 10 mg in 50 mL was recirculated for 10 min through the heart. All solutions were oxygenated and heated to 37 C. Thereafter, the ventricles were cut along the atrio-ventricular border, suspended in oxygenated modified NT solution containing 10 mM Ca 2þ , and gently chopped into small cubes of about 2 mm 3 .
The solution was then filtered and the supernatant containing ventricular cells collected in 15 mL centrifugation tubes. The remaining tissue was resuspended in 10 mM Ca 2þ -containing modified NT solution and gently agitated. The procedure was repeated up to 6 times until little or no tissue remained. The centrifuge tubes were centrifuged at 16 g (300 rpm), room temperature, for 1 min. The supernatant that contains dead cells and debris was discarded and the cells at the bottom carefully resuspended in warm solution containing (in mM) NaCl 140, KCl 5.4, MgCl 2 1, HEPES 5, glucose 11, CaCl 2 1.8 after gradual (100, 400, 900 mM) calcium adjustment, bovine serum albumin 1 mg/mL, and 0.83 mg trypsin inhibitor in 50 mL.
CF technique
This technique is used to apply axial stretch to cells and measure active and passive forces (Iribe et al., 2007) . A pair of compliant, computer controlled and piezo positioned CF (generously supplied by Prof Jean-Yves LeGuennec; Fig. 1AeD ), attached glue-free to opposite ends of the cell, are used to dynamically control the mechanical environment of isolated intact cardiomyocytes. Microstructures present at the surface of suitable CF ( Fig. 1A and B) are thought to be instrumental for the attachment of the CF to the cell, whereas smooth fibres ( Fig. 1C and D) do not stick to cardiomyocytes. To hold the CF, thin borosilicate capillaries were pulled from glass tubes (inner diameter: 1.16 mm; outer diameter: 2.00 mm, GC200F-10 from Harvard Apparatus Company) and a CF was mounted in the fine tip of the pulled capillary (Fig. 1E) .
The narrow end of the capillary (holding a CF) was thermally bent by 45 to allow parallel alignment of fibres with the bottom of the perfusion chamber. The length of the CF protruding from the capillary was adjusted to 1.20 mm and fixed with a cyanoacrylateadhesive.
A force transducer system (Aurora Scientific) was used to calibrate CF stiffness (range between 0.01 and 0.1 N/m). The wider end of the glass tube was mounted in the holder of a hydraulic manipulator (MW-300; Narishige, Tokyo, Japan) for controlled positioning of CF tips onto the cells. The hydraulic manipulator was mounted on top of a piezotranslator (P-623.1CL; Precision Instruments GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany), which was fixed on sleighs of a railing system for coarse positioning (IonOptix, Milton, MA, USA) and controlled by a custom written LabView™ script to allow accurate application of mechanical loads (Iribe et al., 2009 ).
To track cell movement, CF positions and sarcomere length (SL) were continuously recorded in real-time using the Edge Length and SL detection capabilities of IonWizard (IonOptix).
CF distance and SL detection
CF distance was established by tracking the pronounced contrast between the two individual CF and background ( Fig. 2A and B). Noise levels were reduced by using a moderately overexposed camera setting, such that smaller intensity gradients would not be detected by the software.
The two CF do enclose an area which is representative for cell contraction, including periods of altered pre-and afterload.
SL detection is also based on summing up light intensity over Y at every point X within an analysis window overlayed on the cell, making cell alignment an important determinant of signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 3A) . Instead of tracking the derivative of a single contrast, real-time SL measurement uses a fast Fourier transform of the cardiomyocyte striation pattern frequency power spectrum.
To characterise cell contraction and relaxation events (transients), several contractile parameters are used, as shown in Fig. 3B . Time to peak contraction (TTP) corresponds to the duration of the active shortening, measured from the time of field stimulation to maximum shortening, time to relaxation (TTRel) corresponds to the duration from peak shortening to 90% relaxation (near-return to resting sarcomere length; RSL). The negative and positive maxima of the first derivative of length changes during contraction and relaxation give the maximum velocity of contraction (VmaxCon) and the maximum velocity of relaxation (VmaxRel), respectively. Fractional sarcomere shortening (FSS) is the peak amplitude of shortening expressed as a percentage of RSL.
Use of a second camera allows one to optimize the image for SL detection independently of the overexposed CF detection mode.
End-systolic and end-diastolic stress-length relations
After attachment of two CF, the piezo motors will move the two CF to increase preload, usually in 2 mm-steps (within 300 ms per step). By subtracting the observed increase in CF tip distance (Edge Length analysis) from the amount of piezo actuator movement applied, one obtains a measure for CF bending that is caused by passive cell stiffness. Multiplying this with CF stiffness provides the value of passively applied end-diastolic force. This can be plotted as a function of diastolic stretch (to give the end diastolic force-length relation). Within physiological limits, an increase in preload gives rise to stronger cell contractions, due to the Frank-Starling mechanism. By tracking CF positions, maximum shortening can be quantified, and the associated active end-systolic force can be calculated by multiplying CF stiffness with amount of active shortening, i.e. the difference between end-diastolic and end-systolic CF distances. End-systolic force, plotted as a function of end-systolic length, yields the end-systolic force-length relation of auxotonic contractions at different preloads.
Comparisons of contractile activity between cells normally requires normalisation for cell cross sectional area (to normalise absolute force values), and to the length enclosed between the two CF (to normalise absolute length changes). The cross-section area is usually calculated, assuming an elliptical cell cross-section (Anversa and Olivetti, 2011; Wu et al., 2000) , where cell thickness is 1/3 of cell width (Nishimura et al., 2004) . As force can now be expressed per unit of cell cross-section, force-length relations become end-diastolic and end-systolic stress-length relations: EDSLR and ESSLR, respectively. As, the estimation of cell crosssection is error-prone, we use the dimensionless Frank-Starling Gain (FSG) index, introduced by Bollensdorff et al. (2011) , to compare the preload-induced increase in cell contractility between samples. As the FSG divides the slope end-systolic by the slope of end-diastolic behaviour, any errors in assessment of cell crosssection 'are divided out'. For in-depth explanation of EDSLR, ESSLR and FSG index calculations, please see Bollensdorff et al. (2011) 
Perfusion
Unless otherwise stated, cells were superfused (gravity fed) at 2.1 mL/min (chamber volume~0.7 mL, i.e. equivalent to three solution changes per min), with a physiological, carbogen-bubbled solution containing (in mM): NaCl 137, KCl 5.4, MgSO 4 1.3, Na 2 HPO 4 1.2, HEPES 20, CaCl 2 1.8, glucose 15 (pH 7.4). The perfusion chamber (RC27-NE2, Warner Instruments, Hamden, USA) uses a glass coverslip coated with poly-HEMA (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate; Sigma, Poole, UK) to prevent cell adhesion and minimize friction of mechanically unloaded contractions. Cells were paced at 2 Hz (unless otherwise stated) with 1.5 times the threshold voltage of field stimulation (established separately for each individual cell, usually 10e20 V) using a MyoPacer stimulator (IonOptix). Solution swichting was controlled using a solenoid pinchevalve system (cFlow-V2.x; Cell MicroControls; Norfolk, VA, USA). When working at 37 C, temperature was controlled via a flow-through and a chamber heater, using a two-channel controller (TC-344B; Warner Instruments). After adding cells to the chamber, 10e15 min were allowed for cardiomyocytes to recover and stabilise before recordings were initiated. When perfusing apelin, recordings were taken 5 min after apelin application. 
Exclusion criteria for cell selection
Cells exhibiting any of the following criteria were not included in this study: i) lack of clear sarcomeric striations, ii) presence of membrane blebs, iii) spontaneous or local contractions, iv) resting SL < 1.7 mm, v) inability to follow field pacing.
Statistical analysis
Values are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (S.E.M.). Analyses were performed using OriginPro. Differences across groups were evaluated by one way ANOVA with P < 0.05 taken to indicate a significant difference between means (P < 0.05 ¼ *, P < 0.01 ¼ ** and P < 0.001 ¼ ***). N-numbers refer to the number of hearts (cell isolations), n-numbers to the number of cells assessed. For conditions with n < 30, significance of the difference between means was tested with a permutation test (R Development Core Team: http://www.r-project.org/).
Results

Apelin effects on freely contracting cells
Apelin, applied at a concentration of 10 nM to the superfusate of isolated, freely-contracting cells in a dish coated to prevent cell adhesion, increases FSS by 8 ± 2% (p < 0.001, N ¼ 18, n > 40 for all observations), VmaxCon by 15 ± 2% (p < 0.001, N ¼ 18) and VmaxRel by 18 ± 3% (p < 0.001, N ¼ 18) without affecting RSL (p ¼ 0.80, N ¼ 18) of control wild type (WT) mice (Fig. 4A ). In keeping with these changes, TTP and TTRel are significantly reduced (by 10 ± 1% and 11 ± 1%, respectively; both p < 0.001, N ¼ 18).
To assess the specificity of the response, apelin was applied to cardiomyocytes isolated from APJ-KO mice (N ¼ 5, n > 40 for all observations). Here, no significant change in any of the recorded parameters was observed (see Fig. 4B for a selection of data).
To assess potential species-dependent effects and to compare with previous reports on rat cells, we carried out a sub-study on rat ventricular myocytes (37 C, 1 Hz field stimulation: Fig. 5 ). Apelin increased VmaxCon by 14 ± 5% (p < 0.05, N ¼ 6, n > 40 for all observations) and VmaxRel by 24 ± 5% (p < 0.01, N ¼ 6, n > 40 for all parameters), but did not induce a significant change in either RSL or FSS (p > 0.15, N ¼ 6). TTP and TTRel were significantly decreased (by 11 ± 2% and 21 ± 2%, respectively; both p < 0.01, N ¼ 6).
To assess possible effects of temperature or pacing rate, which were major differences between previous single-cell investigations (Farkasfalvi et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008) , we investigated cell responses to apelin at different temperatures (24±2 C vs. 37±2 C) and stimulation rates (1 vs. 2 Hz) in mouse cells. Neither condition had significant effects on cellular responses of freely-contracting cells to apelin (N ¼ 6, n > 40 for all observations), as shown in Fig. 6. 
Apelin effect on mechanically loaded cells
We explored whether application of a mechanical preload could reveal further effects of apelin on mouse cardiomyocytes. WT cells were stretched, using CF, and ESSLR and EDSLR slopes were calculated (Fig. 7A) . The FSG (ESSLR slope divided by EDSLR slope) was used to quantify preload-induced increase in cell contractility (Fig. 7B) . Apelin did not change ESSLR slope Fig. 7C , but it decreased EDSLR slope in 12 out of 17 cells tested (70% of tested cells, Fig. 7D ).
Because EDSLR slopes and FSG index values obtained were quite scattered, we suspected that endogenous apelin levels or apelin responsiveness may be variable under control conditions. Indeed, endogenous apelin can be increased due to ischemic conditions (Yang et al., 2015) , which may occur to a variable extent during cell isolations and/or storage.
To circumvent such variability, similar experiments were repeated on cells isolated from Apelin-KO mice (Fig. 8) . In cells isolated from these mice, mean ESSLR slope remained not significantly different, but the mean EDSLR slope was reduced from 242.9 ± 89.8 mN/mm 2 per % cell deformation (N ¼ 6, n ¼ 10) in control conditions to 151.3 ± 28.7 mN/mm 2 per % cell deformation (N ¼ 6, n ¼ 6) in the presence of 10 nM apelin (Fig. 8A) . As a result, the FSG index was significantly (p ¼ 0.022) increased in the presence of apelin, from 1.36 ± 0.05 (N ¼ 6, n ¼ 10) to 1.96 ± 0.23 (N ¼ 6, n ¼ 6; Fig. 8C ). Also, data obtained in control conditions were much less scattered, with no FSG values exceeding 2. Fig. 8C gives the details of EDSLR slopes for each cells. Without apelin application, the FSG obtained from WT cells was not different from that observed in Apelin-KO cells ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ). The enhanced visibility of exogenous apelin effects in apelindeficient cells is further illustrated by analysis of contractile parameters such as TTP, VmaxCon, VmaxRel in mechanically loaded cells (Fig. 9) : Apelin-KO cells show an order of magnitude more pronounced responses to apelin, compared to WT. No difference was observed between the two genotypes without apelin perfusion ( Supplementary Fig. 1B ) which confirms data in an earlier publication (Charo et al., 2009) .
Discussion
This study shows that apelin speeds up contraction dynamics (TTP, TTRel, VmaxCon and VmaxRel) without affecting RSL of mechanically unloaded WT mouse and rat cardiomyocytes. This response is seen independently of environmental temperature (24 vs. 37 C) and pacing rate (1 Hz vs. 2 Hz). Cells from the APJ-KO mice do not respond to apelin application, confirming specificity of the effect which appears to be mediated via the apelin receptor. In terms of contractility, apelin application increases FSS in mechanically unloaded WT mouse, but not rat, cells; difference which could be due to species specificities, or possibly effects of differences in enzymes used for cell isolation (collagenase for mice vs. liberase for rats). In mechanically preloaded WT mouse cells, apelin does not alter ESSLR, while in 70% of cells, the slope of EDSLR is reduced. Due to high background variability, this does not manifest itself in an increase in group-averaged FSG. We hypothesised that this variability stems, in part at least, from the confounding effects of differences in endogenous apelin levels. To address this issue, we used cardiomyocytes isolated from Apelin-KO mice. Here, apelin application gave rise to a significant increase in FSG, driven by a Fig. 4 . Apelin (10 nM) effects on contractile parameters of freely contracting cardiomyocytes, isolated from control, N ¼ 18, n > 40 for each condition and for each N (A) and APJ-KO (B) mice (N ¼ 5 each for control and APJ-KO; n ¼ 69 for apelin-free and n ¼ 53 for apelin-exposed condition). Unpaired experiments. reduction in EDSLR e i.e. by a positive lusitropic effect. This preload induced lusitropy-driven increase in contractility was confirmed in mechanically afterloaded Apelin-KO cell contraction dynamics, where apelin-induced changes in TTP, TTRel, VmaxCon and VmaxRel were an order of magnitude larger than in WT cardiomyocytes.
The results of our study show that controlling the mechanical environment of isolated cells may help unravel drug effects which would be hidden in freely contracting cells. When freely contracting, cells in presence of apelin show a shorter end-systolic sarcomere length while RSL is unchanged. The reason for this is that mechanically unloaded cells experience no force that would reveal an increased diastolic compliance, hence no change in RSL. In auxotonic conditions (here using the CF technique), cells . Changes in temperature and pacing rate do not alter apelin (10 nM) effects on contractile parameters in freely contracting cells, seeded on a non-stick surface. A) Contractile response to apelin in isolated, field stimulated wild-type murine ventricular myocytes at different temperatures (N ¼ 12 at 37 ± 2 C and 6 at 24 ± 2 C, n > 40 per condition). B) Contractile response to apelin at different pacing rates (N ¼ 12 at 1 Hz and 6 at 2 Hz, n > 40 per condition). Unpaired experiments. experience such a diastolic preload. This reveals the key apelin effect: while end-systolic sarcomere length is not significantly changed anymore (compared to control conditions), end-diastolic RSL is (Fig. 8A) . End diastolic length-stress is a measure of cardiac compliance, or rather of passive force, whilst the end-systolic length-stress is a measure of total force (Bollensdorff et al., 2011) . In our study, there is a reduction in EDSLR, indicating an increased compliance of the cardiomyocyte. This is not accompanied by a change in ESSLR. Therefore, while there is no change in total force, active force of contraction is increased on the background of a reduction in passive force This effect increases with stretch/preload. The mechanisms governing these responses need not be the same and, in fact, the range of proteins now implicated as effectors of apelin signalling, as . Apelin (10 nM) effects on key mechanical parameters in afterloaded cardiomyocytes, isolated from A) WT and B) Apelin-KO mice. WT: N ¼ 9, n ¼ 17 for control and for apelin application. Apelin-KO: N ¼ 4, n ¼ 11 for control and n ¼ 7 for apelin application.
well as G-protein mediated cascades, suggest that multiple pathways may contribute to the physiological response.
Determinants of compliance in the heart are not fully understood. In isolated myocytes changes in extracellular matrix properties can not be considered. Different titin isoforms (Methawasin et al., 2014) , as well as titin phosphorylation by protein kinase (PK) A, PKG and PKC (Fukuda et al., 2010) , alter cardiac compliance. Previous work has suggested that apelin induces changes in inotropy partially via a PKC-dependent mechanism (Szokodi et al., 2002b; Chamberland et al., 2010) and partially via the G protein G i (Szokodi et al., 2002b) . These two pathways, however, have not accounted for the complete response and further mechanistic studies are needed. Two papers have highlighted a role for sodiumhydrogen exchange in apelin-mediated increases in contractility (Farkasfalvi et al., 2007; Szokodi et al., 2002b) . Rapid effects of apelin have been observed without concurrent changes in the calcium transient. It has also been reported that around 50% of the response to apelin is abolished after inhibition of myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) (Perj es et al., 2014) . MLCK phosphorylation is associated with an increase calcium sensitivity of the myofibrils and accelerated kinetics of crossbridge formation through phosphorylation of the regulatory light chain (Colson et al., 2010) ; it is possible that this mechanism underlies the responses seen in our study.
The apelin gene is located on the X-chromosome, and one could wonder whether the differential representation of sex chromosome genes within male vs. female cells could affect the phenotype. Traditionally, the answer to the question is no, as most X genes are expressed at a similar level in males and females. This is because one X chromosome is inactivated in each XX female cell, so that only one X chromosome is active in cells of both sexes. However, some X genes escape this X-inactivation, and are expressed higher in XX than XY cells (Brown and Greally, 2003) . Such genes can then cause sex differences due to their double representation in the genome of XX cells. In our study we used males exclusively to ascertain reliably comparable apelin expression in cells from different animals and to avoid hormonal effects. However, the question of potential sex differences in apelin signalling is an interesting and important one, albeit beyond the scope of this manuscript.
Mechano-sensitivity of drug actions is an important and underinvestigated facet of pharmacology. This may give rise both to falsepositive and false-negative observations in vitro, where either cardiac side-effects or beneficial actions may be missed.
In the given case, a false-negative interpretation of apelin effects could have occurred, if contractions had been studied in standard cardiac perfusion chambers (which tend to be furnished with a 'sticky' coating to keep cells in position e an approach that alters the mechanical environment and would be expected to reduce apelin effects on cell contraction parameters such as FSS). This is of particular importance when considering end-diastolic and endsystolic sarcomere lengths. Use of a non-stick perfusion dish, and analysis of dynamic contraction parameters (such as TTP, TTRel, VmaxCon and VmaxRel) is needed to get meaningful data in spite of high variability seen in WT cells.
Apelin provides an exciting motif for mechano-sensitive pharmacological interventions that target stretched myocardium, i.e. tissue which is not able to contract as strongly as neighbouring myocardium. The fact that it is not the systolic, but rather the diastolic behaviour that appears to be modified by apelin may explain some of the previously reported discrepancies in effects seen at organ and single cell levels. It also underlies the ability of apelin to increase contractility more than the associated energy demand (Charo et al., 2009) , making this peptide interesting for therapeutic targeting of cardiac tissue with reduced oxygen and/or energy supply e which, as a rule, will also be stretched, i.e. more sensitive to apelin effects.
Given our assertion regarding apelin effects in stretched myocardium it is interesting to note that several studies have investigated pressure-induced changes and signalling with relation to apelin and APJ. Pressure overload induces a significant upregulation of apelin, whilst apelin KO mice are more susceptible to heart failure after pressure overload (Kuba et al., 2007) . Stretch of cultured neonatal rat ventricular myocytes has been reported both to upregulate (Xie et al., 2014) or downregulate (Szokodi et al., 2002b ) APJ expression. APJ shares~50% sequence homology with the angiotensin type II receptor AT1 (O'Dowd et al., 1993) and, similarly, APJ appears to be mechanosensitive in its own right. A study using freshly isolated and neonatal cultured rat ventricular cardiomyocytes indicate that stretch could directly stimulate APJ (Scimia et al., 2012) , and that APJ KO mice appear to be protected from hypertrophy, heart failure and reduced fractional shortening associated with trans-aortic constriction (TAC; a pressure overload model to induce heart failure), whilst apelin KO mice exhibited greater hypertrophy after TAC (Scimia et al., 2012) . It has also been suggested using a culture model that pressure-induced myocyte hypertrophy requires APJ expression and occurs via activation of PI3K-autophagy pathway (Xie et al., 2014) . It should be noted, however, that the mechanosensitive effects discussed refer to stretch for a period of several hours, or even weeks-to-months (in TAC). The effects of acute stretch seen in our experiments (minutes) are unlikely to be confounded by APJ expression changes or activation of autophagic or hypertrophic pathways.
Positive lusitropy is a promising avenue for increasing active cardiac force production without running the risks of established pharmacological interventions that raise intracellular calcium levels, which may lead to calcium overload-induced arrhythmogenesis and which are associated with high energy cost for the cell (Vassalle and Lin, 2004) . Positive lusitropy, observed in single cells, might explain earlier counter-intuitive findings of apelin-induced increase in contractility occurring without matching rise in oxygen consumption (Charo et al., 2009 ). In addition, a therapeutic strategy based on improving relaxation may also prevent or reduce cardiac hypertrophy which is a common side effect of inotropes.
That said, a limitation needs to be considered. As apelin is endogenously expressed, it may be present already in the cells of interest, perhaps even as an emergency response mechanism of the heart to myocardial stress, making endogenous apelin levels difficult to control and exogenously applied apelin potentially less efficient. While apelin itself may not be as effective an interventional tool as one might wish, it still highlights a promising direction of research and development, targeting the diastolic state to improve cardiac contractile function.
Conclusion
Apelin-treated myocytes exhibit a preload-dependent increase in contractility, predominantly via a positive lusitropic effect enhancing cell relaxation. This is a novel and compelling theme for the development of drug interventions to increase active contraction in weakened myocardium without a matching need to increase energy demand.
